
creating better environments

wp_westermann products 

wp_westermann products develops more than furniture series
and room systems: clever solutions for variable workplaces that
impress with their form, function and sustainability. The
traditional company relies on Furniture Linoleum from Forbo
Flooring for tabletop surfaces. The motu series follows the
example of archetypal furniture, interpreting it in a contemporary
way, reducing it to its substance in order to equip it with
innovative technology and implement it with the latest materials.
The basic design of the electrically or pneumatically
height-adjustable motu tables is enormously changeable and
customisable through countless variants and always remains in
motion - and with it its users: freedom of movement from sitting,
standing, working for oneself or in a team. From the mobile
project table to the ergonomic work table in homely materials for
the home office to the height-adjustable micro workstation: motu
- work in motion.  For all its products, Westermann attaches great
importance to high quality craftsmanship, long service life and
sustainability. Against this background, it is a matter of course for
the tradition-rich company that Furniture by Forbo, which is
made from natural and rapidly renewable raw materials, is
available as the table surface of choice for wp_westermann
products - on elegant solid core board, birch plywood or with a
high-quality ash edge. The pleasant feel, the silky-matt, warm
surface and the good ageing properties are perfectly suited to the
attitude and timeless design of the motu tables. The wide range
of colours in the Furniture collection offers all planners plenty of
scope, and the production department is delighted with the
uncomplicated workability and the reliably high quality of every
delivery.  You can find out more about wp_westermann products
here: www.westermann-products.com
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